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Rediscovering Ambisonics
Self-confessed long-time coincident miking fan ANDREW LEVINE explains his move
towards Ambisonic techniques and admits you can teach a new dog old tricks…

Recording Oliver Korte’s Epiphanie in Freiberg, Sachsen (photo
Oliver Korte). Mittelsaechsische Philharmonie under Jan Michael
Horstmann.

Recording Festival OBOE on Bateau Daphne, Paris (photo Olivier Gascoin).
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fter a long spell of making music, playing the violin and singing, a
masters degree in computational linguistics and cognitive psychology
and an infatuation with what was then called ‘multimedia’ I’ve been
recording music in stereo for several years. From the beginning my
approach was reduced rather than inflationary, even though portable multichannel
audio interfaces were on the up, inexpensive yet progressively better sounding
microphones flooded the market and Apple’s CoreAudio under OSX came of
age. Still I was drawn to a main microphone centred approach, studying various
coincident techniques besides AB/time-of-arrival based stereophony.
Starting out with a Metric Halo 2882+DSP and a handful of high output
microphones (a Røde NT4, two DPA 4060s and three pairs of Røde NT5s), I soon
purchased two ribbon microphones (Royer SF-1s) and a high gain microphone
preamplifier (Metric Halo ULN-2) expressly to be able to work with the Blumlein
setup, two crossed fig-8, and occasionally have two M/S configurations at my
disposal. As such, I was a coincident miking aficionado from the start.
When I brought my studio’s monitoring to 5.1 in 2008 (with five Ginko’s and
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one SeismoDC-96C_110414.pdf
by United Minorities)
dug into my archive and spent quite some time
experimentally remixing many prior projects, oftentimes originally recorded with

an approach easily enabling a quadraphonic remix. Having two
channels of uncorrelated ambience available can be of use even
for purely stereophonic releases — kind of like having a separate
fader for a space’s natural reverb/room tone.
When I tried out different, increasingly complex setups,
e.g. variations on the Decca tree idea, I noticed that it became
progressively more difficult to monitor on location using
headphones only, and taking a quadraphonic or 5.0 monitoring
rig on the road, seeing I rely on public transport for environmental
and workflow reasons, is not an easy chore.
A session recording crystal singing bowls with the artist
Carlos Michael in Berlin got me thinking about how to construct
an enveloping soundstage in which the listener occupies the
musician’s place at the centre of the horseshoe-shaped setup. I
experimented with one central Blumlein configuration and two lateral XY setups,
arranged in the three corners of an equilateral triangle. This sounded good in stereo
and worked like a charm when mapped to 5.0.
A little while afterwards an a cappella recording job with a highly polyphonic
programme came along and I considered various possible approaches, then decided
to use three XY setups in a triangular arrangement. The XYtri was born, giving me
the possibility of auditioning five integral stereophonic angles: the three individual
XY setups as well as two AB perspectives generated from pairing the right-facing
cardioid of the left with the left-facing cardioid of the central configuration — using
a pair of regular headphones only!
Originally I matrixed onto the available discrete channels on a project-by-project
basis. I could use each XY pair’s monophonic component to arrive at something
like Dr Günther Theile’s and Helmut Wittek’s Optimised Cardioid Triangle (OCT);
for 5.x I could choose to ignore the backward facing cardioids and map the sum
and difference of the forward facing pair to LCR etc. I ended up using the XYtri on
various occasions with favourable results.
In winter of 2010 I was hired to record Oliver Korte’s Epiphanie, a composition
for 24 musicians arranged in a circle. The Tonmeistertagung/VDT International
Convention in Leipzig took place while I was contemplating my approach and I
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met Jörn Nettingsmeyer at my talk on
but the results are amazing, and the option to downmix to various
the evolution of surround sound. Jörn,
distribution formats — stereo, quad, 5.x, 7.x, etc. — promises to be a
an ardent Ambisonic fan, expressed great
real time saver.
interest in participating in the recording
Chance had it I was able to acquire a TetraMic from the German radio
of Epiphanie and, triggered by our
play producer Paul Plamper. After some experimentation and two live
exchange, I immersed myself into the
recordings in Berlin and Hamburg I had a series of five gigs in Paris,
Ambisonic world, listened to first order
recording chamber music during the festival OBOE, a session with an
recordings and researched the possibilities
improvising string quartet, and doing the premier recording of Nigel
of first and higher order productions.
Keay’s Terrestrial Mirror for flute, viola and harp.
I decided to record Epiphanie with four
I used the TetraMic on every occasion, usually where I’d also place
M/S configurations (using a cardioid mid
a mono centre-mic. A TetraMic in this position can not only be used
channel) arranged in a square facing in
to generate one or more virtual omnidirectional or fig-8 microphones
symbolic north, east, south and west, at a
— or for that matter any characteristic in between — facing in various
distance halfway between the centre of an Recording Quatuor Brac at Les Instants Chavires, Paris.
directions, but also as the basis of a surround rendition,
8m circle and the surrounding musicians.
using the (traditional) main microphone/
I also mounted a central high Blumlein pair and
far stereo-pair to augment the rear of the
Jörn’s Tetramic (Core Sound’s inexpensive tetrahedral
sound field.
capsule array), one of which I have just added to my
When mixing the five projects I had
microphone collection. Four spot-microphones were
the opportunity to peruse the beta-version
employed for two string basses and two bass clarinets
of the Harpex plug-in (http://harpex.
but to date these have not been used in the mix.
net/). This tool decodes a B-Format data
Mixing took place in Ambisonic B-Format. I used
stream into stereo, surround, binaural or
Bruce Wiggins’ Ambisonic panner to place every M/S
a freely configurable array of shotgun
decoded channel at its position within an octagon and
microphones.
WigWare’s 5.1 decoder to map the B-Format to my ITU
Harpex uses innovative technology
5.1 monitoring environment. When editing the session
to address two fundamental problems of
alongside the composer, Oliver was amazed by the
first order Ambisonics: the small sweet
precise localisation of every sound source around us.
spot and the loss of spatially accurate
Quite an achievement considering the — in Ambisonic
rendition of frequencies above a defined
Recording Nigel Keay’s Terrestrial Mirror at the Paris residence of
terms — irregular placement of the loudspeakers. When the New Zealand Embassador (photo Olivier Gascoin).
threshold. To this use the position of
downmixing to stereo using Daniel Courville’s B2Stereo/
sound sources is analysed with the aid of
UHJ plug-in (using Angelo Farina’s stereo UHJ IRs) I achieved a beautiful
their frequency spectrum as well as their phase.
stereophonic rendition, with much of the surround information being preserved in
The sound field display uses size and colour to place sound sources within a
the encoded tracks.
sphere and helps to optimise the B-Format panorama: rotate, tilt, zoom in and out.
Right after returning from the session in Freiberg Sachsen I also had another go
Another aspect that can be changed is the ratio of direct to reflected sound.
at my XYtri recordings, exchanging the manual matrixing with a panning of the
The result of the processing is a great sounding rendering, be it in surround (e.g.
six cardioid sources to an octagon in B-Format space. I simply left out the backward
ITU 5.1) or stereo. For the binaural reproduction several profiles can be selected
facing two channels, as one of the specialities of Ambisonic panning is that any
although it would certainly be optimal to use one’s own HRTF. This could enable the
panned sound source does not project a beam in one particular direction but radiates
mobile recordist to audition surround mixes using a conventional headphone only.
all around to varying degrees. What happened was that the localisation of sound
To sum things up, I have come to recognise the amazing possibilities and
sources, especially laterally, was markedly improved. I now also had the option of
potential of Ambisonics and am very glad to be doing so at a time when dealing
rotating the sound field easily.
with B-Format has become easy. The technology, although quite refined many
Ambisonics like M/S encoding enables many creative options in postproduction.
years ago, has finally emerged/been dragged from the realms of academia and
The entire image can be rotated, tilted in the case of a periphonic representation with
is entering the world of the practitioners. You can use a mainstream computing
height channels, and distorted in specific directions. All the while the localisation
platform and DAW to handle the processing, and there are several collections of
of images in all directions is markedly improved. In my opinion the lack of clarity
plug-ins to take care of all needs. So, let’s get our ears dirty… n
as opposed to discrete speaker mapping is more than offset by the stability of the
Links
images that is even more evident when turning one’s head.
Jörn Nettingsmeyer: http://stackingdwarves.net/
The issue any tetrahedral mic exposes when working with non-compact
Oliver Korte: http://www.korte-oliver.de/
ensembles — its large distance to individual sound sources in relation to the amount
Nigel Keay: http://nigelkeay.com/
of reflected sound, reverb and ambience picked up — can be offset when basing an
Core Audio TetraMic: http://www.core-sound.com/TetraMic/1.php
Ambisonic recording on an isotropically spaced microphone configuration. Detailed
WigWare Ambisonic VST plug-ins: http://www.brucewiggins.co.uk/?page_id=78
planning is needed to determine the composition of the main microphone setup,
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